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Today’s software testing environment has changed. A common trend we are seeing these days is
advertisements for software developers and testers that look virtually the same. Today, companies
all seem to require software test professionals with in-depth knowledge of programming languages
and with significant database skills. Testers are constantly striving to keep up with the knowledge
required to be effective on the complex projects we encounter regularly.

A test engineer is expected to know at least a little about practically everything—from operating
systems to networks to databases—in order to find bugs and report them articulately. What we
always say to new testers is that this is a great profession for those of us who love to learn
continuously. It’s like you’ve never left college—you must study constantly. (Of course, that
also makes it a great profession if you like to feel constantly inadequate! Because you can never
know enough, can you?) So, this book is for that self-motivated test engineer who is intent on
continually upgrading his or her knowledge and now wants to learn more about automated
software testing using .NET.

We have also targeted this book toward nonprogramming computer professionals, such as
those of you in Networking and IT professions. You are technical, but want to know more about
programming in .NET in order to enhance your skills. The additional information about testing
will only help to guide you in ways to uncover and deal with problems in systems.
Finally, this book is also for you test leads and managers who want to know what .NET can
do for your test project. A not-so-well-kept secret of automated software testing is that the major
tools available commercially don’t do everything you need them to do, in spite of their advertisements.
It’s probably unrealistic to expect any tool to be able to fully support the automated
testing required for so many diverse applications. This includes the additional new Team Test
software added into Visual Studio’s Team Edition software (see Chapter 11). This revolutionary
new software will be a fabulous resource for mid- to large-size companies, but it is still not
going to eliminate the need for testers to become more technically adept.

This is not to say that writing your own tools is always the right answer. However, supplementing
automated tools with some scripting done by testers fluent in a traditional language
can help a company get more out of its automated testing projects. It is our hope, in these
pages, to help you see how you can do just that.
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Network Troubleshooting Tools (O'Reilly System Administration)O'Reilly, 2001
Network Troubleshooting Tools helps you sort through the thousands of tools that
have been developed for debugging TCP/IP networks and choose the ones that are
best for your needs. It also shows you how to approach network troubleshooting using
these tools, how to document your network so you know how it behaves under normal...
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Microsoft SharePoint Foundation 2010 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		Experience learning made easy-and quickly teach yourself how to use Microsoft SharePoint Foundation to enable effective team collaboration. With Step By Step, you set the pace-building and practicing the skills you need, just when you need them!

		
			Build your own SharePoint site with easy-to-use templates
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The DFT: An Owners' Manual for the Discrete Fourier TransformSIAM, 1987
Just as a prism separates white light into its component bands of colored light, so the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is used to separate a signal into its constituent frequencies. Just as a pair of sunglasses reduces the glare of white light, permitting only the softer green light to pass, so the DFT may be used to modify a signal to achieve a...
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The Geology of the Arab World---An Overview (Springer Geology)Springer, 2018

	This book is the result of the work of the first international congress of the ArabGU (Arabian Geosciences Union) which took place in Algiers (Algeria) in February 2016. It presents research articles and review papers on geology of the North Africa and Arabian Middle East . It provides information to the public on various fields of earth...
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MCDST Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-272): Supporting Users andTroubleshooting Desktop Applications on Microsoft(r) Windows(r) XP, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2005
Help maximize your performance on Exam 70-272, one of two required exams for the Microsoft Desktop Support Technician Certification (MCDST), with this all-in-one training kit. Fully updated for Windows XP Service Pack 2, this kit packs the tools and features exam candidates want mostincluding in-depth, self-paced training based on final exam...
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In a Roman Kitchen: Timeless Recipes from the Eternal CityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
From the savory splendor of crisply fried artichokes to the easy indulgence of spaghetti alla carbonara perfectly al dente, the cooking of Rome is every bit as glorious as the city’s breathtaking art and architecture. In a Roman Kitchen explores the delights of this rich culinary heritage with a spectacular tour of the markets,...
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